
The biggest International airport in Japan.

Day１<Ibaraki, Hitachi(it means the place where the sun rises)>

  A famous seaside park named Hitachinaka Seaside Park is in

Hitachinaka City which isproud of spreading over 2 million ㎡. There bloom

several millions of daffodils and more,4.5 millions ofNemofila blue

flowers are blooming in April. It is called "The Harmony of Nemofilas"

<Ashikaga,Nikko,etc. Tochigi Prefecture>

  There exist Kegon Great Fall in Nikko Natonal Park.Especially in

Ashikaga Natural Park,various colors and various tint of wisterisa flowers

are bloomimg in early summer. Please look at the tunnel of 150 years old 

trees and spreads abot 80m long.CNN celebrates the park as a illusional

landscape. And it is compared to "The Tree of Spirit" in the mvie "Avator"

CNN also voted "The Ten World Dreaming Destinations"

And then go back to Tokyo.

Day 2 <from Tokyo  to Hiroshima City>

 

unfortunately during World War Ⅱthe central part of Hiroshima City was

fiercely destroyed. After the war,the city was renewed and reconstructed

but the  misery of the atomic bomb has been lasted in citizens' mind and 

soul.War victims have been suffered from the atomic disease for a long   

time. By the way,the nature and traditional memorials are still beautiful

by the local residence.

Day3 <from Hiroshima to Osaka City>

  It is the 3rd largest city in Japan(the 1st is Tokyo, the 2nd is Yokohama

kanagawa Pref.) There stand Osaka Castle and Umeda Sky Building and

other skyscraperes. Of course,there are a lot of memorial places but most 

of them were lost during the World War Ⅱ. It's kind of fantastic and

attractive City.

Day 4 <from Osaka through Nara to Kyoto>

  The first capital of Japan, established in 710 AD. Todaiji Temple was 

built in 728 AD. The Daibutsu-den(the Great Buddha Sculpture Hall)

is the largest wooden building in the world. It is one of the seven great

temples at that time. Inside the Daibutsu-den,there is the largest bronze

Buddha sculpture called Rushana Buddha. In the Nara Prefectural Park,

many wild deer an doe (they are considered as the mesengers of  God)

The most impressive & exciting experience



are strolling inside and the outside of the park. And there stands one of

the oldest shrines clled Kasuga-Taisha( The Kasuga Grand  Shrine)

which has more than 1300 years history. If the flight is from Osaka, we

will have a Sayonara Farewell Party on the cruising ship.

Day 5 <from Kyoto to Takayama City>

<Kyoto>

  The homeland of spirits and religion in Japan. It is one of the oldest 

capital in the world, having more than 1,200 years history.There are more 

than 3,000　temples and shrines and memorials in that area. Kinkakuji

(Rokuonji Temmple) known as the Golden Temple,bamboo forest in 

Arashiyama mountain. The senbon Torii(thousand mythtic gates)is 

famous at Fushimi Grand Shrine.

  The Buddhism sculptures and Indian gods and godesses fill the 33-gen

Do(about 60meters long Praying Hall).

<from Kyoto through Shirakwa-go to Takayama City >

  It literally means the homeland of Shirakawa.Really saying, it is famous

for traditional Japanese countryside  folkhauses. And more,the roof is

made of kind of wild straw which is called miscanths,shortly saying,

thatched roof 'kayabuki-yane' and the roof is very steep because of 

heavy snowin winter.The houses are built simpy wood and hemp rope 

without any nails.Inside the house there are several floors from 2-5stories.

<Takayama City>

It is famous for'Takayama-Matsuri' as Takayama Festival. There are many 

floats going through the main street of the city. The festivals are held 

twice a year, spring and autumn. The spring one is called San-ou sai

on April 14-15. The autumn one is held as Hachman-sai on Oct.9-10.

the most impressive things are people and dolls wear Japanese traditional

fashion such as Kimono.very gorgeous atomosphere, with the sound of 

flute or traditionalJapanese musical instruments are performed.

Day 6 We plan another case.

  In the case of special plan, depend on the situation.
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Day 7 <from Toyama to Alpine Tour>

  So, what is called "Kurobe Tateyama Alpine Route" we are palanning is

the connecting route between West Japan and Central High Moutain Area

In that case we use about 7 kinds of transportation. For example,ordinary

railroad,mountain climbing railways,cablecars,batteru electric bus, roppe-

way,etc. And nearby Kurobe Dam which is the highest location electricity

generating dam in the Eurasian continent. There is  a high snowwall 

called "Yuki-no-Otani". It means the great snow valley about 15m high

 which corresponds to 7 storied building. It is rare case in the world

except  Hymarayan mountains.

This is the mountain route of transportation,cable cars,electricty bus

 and ropeway etc. 

Day 8 <Matsumoto City>

 It is famous for  Matsumoto Castle know as a national treasure which

was bult about 400 years ago. Today the city of mountains,music and

university. Every year the world music festival called Ozawa  Music

festival. Festival is held everywhere inside the city.

  Especially from Shinshu Matsumoto Airport, we go to Sapporo

Hokkaido directly and Fukuoka,Kyushu Kobe(near Osaka).

also. It takes about one and half an hourtoreach the destinations.

So we have flexible course of Alpine Route in many ways.

Why not challenging this enchanting package! Enjoy yourselves!
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Notes:

JTP Discover  places in Japan.　June/22-29

38-42 places(including cancels)

Package cost includes:

◎Economy Class Retun Flight ticket

◎Accommodation　Based on　Single/ Double/Twin sharing　basic at the Hotels

◎Meals as mentioned in the itinerary including Indian/ International/ Vegetarian/Non-veg

◎All sightseeing charges as per itenerary . 

◎Private tour and transfer with English speaking guide.

◎All Entrance fee and Tickets　as　per the itinerary.

◎Guide 　Tips。 ◎１×500ml　Water，1×500ml　Juice　Bottle　each Day.

◎Bullet　Train Tickets(Reserved Seat) as per mentioned itinerary. 

◎Special Package customers Green  Car (1st Class) is OK.

◎International Gold　category insurance charges.

◎Government　of India GST.

◎Japan Visa charges

◎Please Check the　Packages’　and also　Check　Stays and Days.

◎6Stay7Days. ◎７Stay8days. ◎8Stay9Days.　◎9Stay10Days.　◎10Stay11Days。

◎India to Narita ⇔Narita to India.

◎India　to Narita ⇔Osaka　to India.

◎Package　Cost　Excludes:

◎Any Expenses of Personal Favor.

◎Mandatory　Refundable TCS

◎Any others not mentioned in package includes

Special Note:

◎Total Ticket Fare Calculated@JPY/USD/RS/0700/-Per person are Any individual

The flight fare during the bookingtime,the difference anounce  will be charged extra

※We are presenting our travel plan for our good customers deliberately and carefully.

So we do not permit to show our plans or pictures to anybody who wants to see except

our customers. Please do not copy or show another person including same traders.

If one wants to get our plans or pictures please inform us and get permittance.

We’d like to keep our promises sincerely each other,thank you for your acception.

Member of JATA(JAPAN ASSOCATION OF TRAVEL AGENT)and ANTA(ALL NIPPON TRAVEL ASSOCIATION)

LAWSON TICKET And the agent of JRBig Holiday(JAPAN RAILWAY),TPI(JTB group agent).

Forever and ever.Thank you for Connecting Us

 JIIPS COMPANY LTD Travel Division

TOMOKO  ARAI   CEO

VINCENT  KUBOTA    MD

KEIJI MATSUMOTO Tour Advisor page 7
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<Primrose around Mt Fuji>

  There is held Primrose Festival around the Lake Motosu in April.

About 0.8 million primroses fill the enourmous field and they 

embroider the spectacle of Mt.Fuji. We are really enchanted with

the pink carpet of flowers with astonishment.

Day 8 <from Matsumoto to Mt. Fuji>

 The highest mountain which shows 3,776ｍ high in Japan. Usually

symmetric conide volcano as a symbol of Japan as well as cherry blossoms

and the emperor his Majesty. And we are planning to go up Fuji-Subaru-

Line towards 5-goume (about 2500 m high).Then you can enjoy

panoramic view from there. The subaru Line depends on the weather

it will ocasionally be closed,in that case we can choose another route 

and see  other shrine or temple instead. There are many places to see

around Mt. Fuji.

Day9<From Mount Fuji toTokyo Ginza>

<Ginza>

 Ginza is a next America day and night we can enjoy happy walking.

It’s a wonderful memory.

Visiting Shinjuku Imperial Memorial Park.Ueno Park including thezoo.

The botanical garden and the Museums.

< Shinjuku gyoenPark>

  At first this park was a feudal monarch Naitou's  house garden

but it was too large for his fame and status. After Meiji Renwal, it

became Imperial property, so Meiji government built a botanical 

lasboratory and the rest of the area  would become an Imperial

villa garden. But later it became a public garden for the people.

Today it is under control of Environment Minisry. So Everyone can

enjoy there freely.

Day 10<Asakusa>

  Asakusa is famousfor its name origin temple named Sensouji

temple. The Religious Gate called Kaminari-Mon(Thunder-gate)

are very famous all over Japan and abroad. 

<Tokyo Skytree>

  Tokyo Skytree is the highest broadcasting antena tower(634m)  in 

the world. It covers all over Tokyo and Kantou area.

<Ueno Park>

  This park was originally a garden of Kan-ei-ji Temple. After the

Meiji Renewal, this area became a public park including zoo, art

museums,scientific museums everything is national properties. page 4



And  the rest of space is a large free space.

<Ginza>

  Ginza is a  kind of up-to-date fashion street, we can enjoy happy 

walking. It wl become a wonderful memory.

<Sayonara Party-cruising>

  On the last day we are going to have a Sayonara-Farewel-Party

on the cruising ship.  Depending on the schedule, we can choose

day-time cruise or night-time cruise. Anyway you can enjoy free 

drink and meals. If  we have spare time, going to Yokohama and 

then coming back to Tokyo is optional.

<Cherry blossom Tour>

  In Japan, from March to early May cherryblossoms bloom at 

their best. Usually it begins from the southern part of Japan ,

central part and the northern part. Averagely March 22th to April

18th. So we can choose the best week . The chery blossoms bloom

for about a week. If we choose late March,we can see them half 

part of Japan. And in the case of early April we can see them rest 

part of Japan. Usually the northern part. And more there are many

good places to see cherry blossoms all over Japan. To realize that,

we should stay for a week at least.

★Extra  Plan<from Matsumoto to Suwa,Mt. Fuji, Gotemba Outlet

Mall, Hakone,Ginza Tokyo>

<Suwa Lake >

 The lake Suwa  is one of the biggest natural lake in Japan.

And I is one of the highest lake(759m)lake in Japan.The Area

is13.3㎢ . In summer big fireworks is held(August 15th).

<The Suwa Grand Shrine>

  There stands two grand shrines aroundthe lake . One is called   

Kami-sha(upper shrine) the other is called shimo-sha(lower shrine)

Those are called Suwa Grand Shrines.Those shrines are origin

 of suwa shrines all over Japan.

  Every 7 year there is held the festival calledOn-bashira

(sacred pillars)Festival.

It is very dangerous festival ‘Live or Die’ ,that’s you cannot imagine

  The festival is held for dedication for god and praying for 

prosperity and happiness of the local people,sacrificing everything

including life ,very spiritual traditional event. page 5



<Gotemba Outlet Shopping Mall>

  These days Chinese people like these shopping malls.

Also similar shopping malls is  in Karuizawa, Nagano Prefecture.

<Hakone>

  This is one of most famous bathing place  and the landscapes 

are beautiful one. Especially,Mt,Fuji and lake Ashinoko are

excellent. Today, mountain climbing train carries a lot of tourists.

And more,there are a lot of sight seeing places around there.

<Kamakura City>

  This city was established about 800 years ago as akind of 

governmental place. Not really the Capital but apolitical Religion

capital. So there are many shrines and temples around Kamakura 

City.

<Tokyo Sayonara Farewell Party>

Medicare Camp Tour

★Separate　Plan

Ex.1 Tokyo sight seeing.

Ex 2 Doctor Check & consulting

Ex.3 Blood  examination & temple visit

Ex 4. Total Health Check

Ex 5.Doctor's Final Report 

Ex.6  If something  problem is  found, as a doctor's advice, you

can extend your visa to take medical care including hospitalization.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

※We can do evrything for our customers as much as possible.

We are preparing many types of tours.

such as Festival tour, Agricultual Tour,Buisiness Preperation Tour

Praying religious Tour,Sports experience or spectating Tour etc.





№ Group Total per 1 person new year summer

1 0

2 0

3 0

4 0

5 0

6 0

7 0

8 0

9 0

10 0

11 0

12 0

13 0

14 0

15 0

16 0

17 0

18 0

19 0

20 0

21 0

22 0

23 0

24 0

25 0

26 0

27 0

28 0

29 0

30 0 0 0

31 1 1 10 20

32 0 0 0 0

33 commission A 0 0 0 0

34 commision    B 0 0 0 0

35 commision  C 0 0 0 0

36

10％TAX

Truck Fee

Transport(lost)

Water(PET)

Total

Persons

Lunch

Dinner

Buisiness Hotel

Star Hotel

Train 1st Class

Insurance Fee

Take out expense

Property Insurance

Package TC

Package  Manager

Bus crew

Porter Fee

Travel Manager

Driver

Interpreter

Cruise

Parking Fee

Hotel Parking

Staff

TC Guide

Train ticket

Bus ticket

Taxi Fare

Entrance Fee

Toll Road

Items

Plane Ticket



37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44 0 0 0 0

45 40 45 50 55

46 0 0 0 0

47 commission A 0 0 0 0

48 commision    B 0 0 0 0

49 commision  C 0 0 0 0

50

unit fee pers. Jaspanese yen USD

300,000 35 10,500,000 79,545

280,000 40 11,200,000 84,848

Total

Persons

10％TAX

273,600 46

336,000 30 10,080,000

400,000 25 10,000,000 75,758

460,000 10 4,600,000 34,848

95,382

76,364

12,585,600
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Golden days winter special days

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 0 0

30 35 38

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0



0 0 0

60 70 80

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

Ind.Rupee

79,545 96,559

84,848 102,996

91,961

42,302

75,758

34,848

95,382 115,195

76,364 92,697
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